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Cynthia Rylantâ€™sÂ lyricalÂ descriptions of the sights and feelings evoked by falling snow blend

gorgeously withÂ the rich andÂ beautiful world created by Lauren Stringerâ€™sÂ illustrations, in

which a young girl, her friend, and her grandmother enjoy the many things a snowy day has to offer.
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So very many emotions make their little appearances when reading this work to or with a child; joy,

blissfulness, a warm fuzzy feeling which will drift the adult reader back to simpler times, and of

course the delight of discover of a child and the memories you know that they, the child, will too be

storing away for long wintery nights far into their future.Cynthia Rylant is one of my favorite authors

of children's books. She simply has a way about her that naturally attracts the young and delights

the child in all of us. She has teamed up with Lauren Stringer on this one and I must say that this is

truly a winning team...they are quite in tune.This is the story of snow; all kinds of snow:"Some snows

fall only lightly,just enoughto make you noticethe delicate limbs of trees,the light fallingfrom the

lamppost,a sparrow's small feet."You can close your eyes and just see and feel this delightful kind

of snow, especially if you make just a wee effort and view it through the child part of your mind."The

best snowis the snow thatcomes softly in the night,like a shy friendafraid to knock,so she thinks



she'lljust wait in the yarduntil you see her.This is the snow that brings you peace."This work not only

incorporates the very young, but the reader is given a steady flow of beloved parts of their lives;

their animals, grandparents...family. Both the writer and the artist have conveyed much love and

much sweet caring throughout the work.This is an ideal work to read to the little ones before bed

time on a cold winter's evening. The writing is peaceful; the art work soothing.
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